CARAVAN MARCHING WEST
reached the steppe. ... It was mine.   I felt myself
invincible. That was a moment of rare joy.
In spite of my efforts Peter killed nothing. He put the
blame on my horse, said he was a frightful animal, only fit
for a tilt-yard. ... My incomparable Slalom! How could
Peter say such a thing? Slalom had realized exactly what I
wanted him to do! His ambling trot, too, was so comfortable.
Of course I defended him warmly.
That evening we set up our little tent for the first time.
We had it made for us at Sining at a cost of ten Mexican
dollars. In case of sandstorms I had had it streamlined and
low at one end. We felt that, as little rain was to be expected, a
single thickness of white cotton would suffice.
After its first night under the Asiatic sky it was covered with
frozen gold-dust. We realized that we must be near a Tangut
camp, for yaks appeared, looking, in the distance, like black
cubes in a sea of straw. Inquisitive but timid natives, in
cloaks shiny with dirt, came to look at us, accompanied by
their watch-dogs, enormous masses of black hair with short
muzzles, very fierce with strangers. Smig had advised me to
carry stones in my pocket always and to practise taking aim
in case I had to keep any of the dogs at a distance while
waiting to see its master. But what was one to do in the
steppes, where there are neither stones nor sticks?
Two Tangut girls, with their hair in innumerable plaits and
with stiff sleeves that hung to the ground, were shy and
would not be reassured by my smiles. At Tangar I had read
about the odd customs of the T'u-jen ("men of the earth").
They are an aboriginal Koko Nor tribe. According to their
code of hospitality, a host lends his daughter to his guest for
the night. On leaving, the guest is expected to make a
present and with it to hand over his belt. If the young
woman should become pregnant, a "belt marriage" takes
place and when he grows up the child of the chance union has
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